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One of the most important crises facing
the world today is
that of conflicting
beliefs. Contrasting
beliefs in religion, the political good,
economics, the environment, and
rights to ownership - among others are everywhere
apparent. Technologies are also available to permit
any group of believers to move globally, and to inflict harm on those

who are “wrong,” “evil,” or “unjust.”
It is precisely in this context that I
believe social constructionism delivers one of its most important
messages: when we understand that
all beliefs are constructed in relationships, the impulse to shed blood
to protect the good is replaced by the
desire for dialogue. For the constructionist, strong beliefs in a way of life
or a religious creed grow naturally
from our existence in relationships.
That people are deeply nurtured and
sustained by such beliefs is all to the
good. Strong beliefs become threatening, however, when they become
statements of the really real, the

truly true, or the ultimate good.
Here they eliminate all other possibilities; they are beyond negotiation,
which is to say, beyond further
dialogue. In cases of conflicting beliefs, social construction places a
premium on the restoration of dialogue. It is with deep hopes for the
future that the Taos Institute
advances the cause of Appreciative
Inquiry, The Public Conversations
Project, Narrative Mediation, the
Coordinated Management of Meaning, the National Coalition for
Dialogue and Deliberation, and related investments in peace through
relationship.

Grants and Donations in 2006
The Taos Institute has received
three very generous grants during
the past year. In October 2005, we
received a $7,000 Dharma Fellowship grant from the family of Kuo
Yu, a close friend of the Institute.
This grant was first given to enable
needy students to attend Taos
Institute events and to participate
in the PhD program. In addition,
this grant funded the current project of updating of the Positive Aging Newsletter webpages. In Janu-

ary 2006, the Whitman Institute
donated $5,000 to support the development of a Handbook of Transformative Dialogue. This project, currently under way, will bring
together dialogic practices used by
groups around the world to reduce
conflict and generate new forms of
collaboration. Finally, through the
effective work of Ken and Mary
Gergen, the Institute received a
$25,000 grant from the Whitman
Institute in December of 2006. This

grant will contribute to general
operating expenses. It certainly
was a beautiful gift for the Taos
Institute. We are very appreciative
for these special grants and offer
our heartfelt gratitude to all of
those who made them possible.
You too can support the Taos Institute:
www.taosinstitute.net/about/donate

Jane Watkins Joins the Board of Directors in 2006
We are thrilled
to welcome Jane
Magruder
Watkins as our
newest member
of the Board of
Directors. Jane
brings with her
40
years
of
working in the
field of organization development.
Jane has focused on experiential education and organization development
particularly in non-profit humanitarian organizations. Her work in over
50 countries has provided the great
gifts of friendships and caring communities throughout the world. Since
the mid-1980's, she has worked with
David Cooperrider (Taos founder
and board member) to develop and

spread Appreciative
Inquiry (AI)
around the globe. As an early innovator in the use of Appreciative Inquiry, she has experimented with its
application in all aspects of organizational life in multiple settings and
cultures, as well as in personal
growth and human development. She
sees Appreciative Inquiry as a bridge
that enables organizations, communities, individuals and couples to embrace the emerging paradigm, recreating themselves and their realities
by imagining and living into their
own unique visions of the future.
Jane has chaired the board of NTL
Institute for Applied Behavioral
Science and has held director level
positions in two international development agencies, served on the direc-

tor's staff of the Action Agency, and
has owned her own business. Jane
is co-author with Bernard Mohr
(Taos Advisory Board member) of
the book, Appreciative Inquiry:
Change at the Speed of Imagination.
She is a Founding Partner of AI
Consulting and a principal in the
firm of Appreciative Inquiry Unlimited with Taos Associate and Jane’s
husband Ralph Kelly. She teaches
Appreciative Inquiry through NTL,
the Taos Institute, in client organizations and for graduate programs
around the world.
We look forward to the coming
years with Jane contributing her
gifts and talents to the Institute.

